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The current street design paradigm

Source: Global Designing Cities Initiative, NACTO, 2016. Global Street Design Guide. Island Press.

cities shows.
In the review of UMPs of five Indian cities, The Energy
and Research Institute noted serious gaps in the
approaches to non-motorised transport, even though
walking and cycling represent a quarter to half of all
trips in these cities [4] . In each case, the UMP failed to give
adequate detail about potential infrastructure and man-

The hierarchy of transport modes
[4]

Source: Global Designing Cities Initiative, NACTO, 2016.
Global Street Design Guide. Island Press.

See TERI, 2011

Figure 20: The reverse traffic pyramid.
Source: Bicycle Innovation Lab

cycle volumes.
Distribution Networks
Many commercial locations in urban areas require frequent
delivery and pick-up services. These areas present conflicts
between high pedestrian volumes and large delivery trucks.
Designate urban areas where goods may be transferred from
large vehicles to smaller vehicles appropriate for the scale of
city streets.
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Guidelines for freight planning
Limited Access
Limit access for commercial delivery to off-peak or nighttime
hours, when streets are less busy. Avoid areas with heavy
nighttime pedestrian activity.
Loading Zones
Provide dedicated loading bays to prevent delivery vehicles
from blocking sidewalks or cycle lanes. Loading zones should be
located on each block where deliveries will be made, and should
be time- or permit-restricted.
Minimizing Conflict
Large vehicles present a safety challenge for vulnerable users
such as cyclists and pedestrians, particularly seniors, children,
and people with disabilities. Speeds of large vehicles should
be kept below 30 km/h in urban areas. Limit turns in high
pedestrian areas to minimize conflict, and avoid sharing cycle
routes with truck routes where possible.
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Source: Global Designing Cities Initiative, NACTO, 2016. Global Street Design Guide. Island Press.

Freight Networks: Urban streets should
provide safe, efficient, and environmentally
sustainable networks for moving goods and
providing city services. Chosen routes for
truck access should minimize impacts to
local residents. Street design should reduce
conflicts between large vehicles. Restricted
delivery times can minimize congestion and
balance curb access for loading with other
street uses.
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Source: Global Designing Cities Initiative, NACTO, 2016. Global Street Design Guide. Island Press.

Freight and Urban Planning
•
•

•

Freight Planning goals:
– Optimise logistics and operations
– Reduce costs
Urban Planning goals:
– Liveability – dense, mixed use
– Avoid freight vehicle conflicts with other users
– Minimise negative impacts (noise, congestion, pollution)
A permanent tension:
– The current urban paradigm induces freight demand in city
centres
– Logistic operations become inneficient and costly
– City Logistics offers some solutions

influence!on!travel!outcomes!is!not!clear!or!as!strong!as!expected!(for!example,!Ewing,!1995).!In!
fact,!it!is!acknowledged!by!the!authors!that!numerous!other!factors,!in!particular!socioBeconomic,!
lifestyle!and!attitudinal!factors,!play!a!fundamental!role!in!influencing!residential!location!choice!
and!in!directly!determining!individual!travel!behaviour!(Bagley!and!Moktharian,!1999,!2002;!van!
Wee!et!al.,!2002;!Bagley!et!al.!2002;!Schwanen!and!Mokhtarian,!2005;!Handy,!2005,!2006;!Cao!et!
al.,!2006;!de!Vos!et!al.,!2014).!These!other!factors!explain!in!part!the!observed!relation!of!travel!
patterns!with!urban!form!and!neighbourhood!type.!
However,!from!these!studies!it!also!becomes!clear!that!it!is!extremely!difficult!to!establish!simple!
For strategic planning there is a need to better understand the
causality!between!all!these!factors!and!travel!outcomes!(Handy,!2005),!even!when!carrying!out!
interactions
between
urban
form
demand
longitudinal!
studies,! which!
are! very!
rare! in!
the! and
field.! freight
This! is! due!
to! the! number! of! factors!
involved,!the!complexity!of!interrelations!between!those!factors!(Figure!1)!and!the!dynamics!of!
The field of urban planning has engaged for decades with
the! system! as! a! whole! (Bagley! et! al.! 2002).! Indeed,! urban! form,! socioBeconomic! and! attitudinal!
transportation
planning
urban
mobility
characteristics!
interact! and!
influence!towards
each! other!sustainable
in! biBdirectional!
relationships!
(Stead! et! al.,!
2000;!Bagley!et!al.,!2002;!Handy!et!al.!2006).!
!

Urban Form and Personal Mobility
•
•
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b)
!
Figure! 1! B! Conceptual! models! of! the! relationship! between! urban! form,! socioBeconomic!
characteristics!and!travel!patterns,!a)!Stead!et!al.,!2000!and!b)!Handy!et!al.,!2006.!

Transportation planning and models
•

Learn from passenger transportation planning:
– Traffic problems are not solved only with better traffic
management
– We need strategic transport planning and decision making
supported by a better knowledge of relationship between:
Space- Commercial Activities- Demand for Goods- Freight FlowsTraffic

•

”Transportation planning can be supported by models that
replicate system of interests & behaviour” (Ortuzar and
Willumsen, 2002)

Modeling and purpose
•

A model can help to understand better a phenomenon and it is
realistic only from a particular perspective
– The model should be designed in line with the phenomenon
we want to understand or the problem we want to solve

(Ortuzar and Willumsen, 2002)

Modeling freight flows
•

Two complementary appoaches to understand freight flows:
– Supply chain management: one supply chain
– Traffic engineering: flows from all establishments in a zone or city

Gibson (2015) Transportation planning

http://www.gmu.edu/schools/vse/seor/studentprojects/graduate/
2015Fall/Dominos_Pizza_CaseStudy/Supply%20Chain.html

http://www.alirezarabiee.info/traveldemand-modeling.html

Understanding freight flows: Model
Generalization Capability vs Accuracy
Urban design
and planning
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One supply chain
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Type of business
Degree of centralization
Incoming goods
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Inventory Management
Business location
Etc.
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Importance of location
•

Companies make location decisions depending on
their type of activities

•

Decisive factors for location (Herrin and Pernia, 1986)

– Closeness to major customers
– Easy road access
– Adequate space
•

Decisive factors for retailers (The Balance Small
Business, 2018):
– Convenience goods: easy access, on path of daily
commuters
– Specialty goods: near other shopping location
– Small retailers: people walking or driving past,
public transport coverage, parking and loading
space, land price

Exploratory framework for freight
modelling and urban planning

Exploratory framework for freight
modelling and urban planning
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Freight Trip Generation with Urban
Form profiles
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Examples of urban form variables: distance to main road
and office density (red = high; blue = low)
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